Abstract

The increasing interest to consider design decisions and its rationale as an inherent part of the software architecture development process has led to a number of research works that promote the capturing and use of the architecturally significant decisions. Hence, the stakeholders can keep track of the reasons of changes. This paper explores a variety of initiatives from previous works and advocates for an “embedded use of design rationale” in software architecting activities with tool support.

1. Introduction

The shift perceived by software architects since 2004 that attempts to include architectural design decisions as part of the architecting activity is becoming more and more important for researchers and professional software architects. As Bosch stated in 2004 [3], a software architecture should be seen “as the result of a set of design decisions rather than a set of components and connectors”. In this context, software architects need to assume new roles acting as decision makers rather than mere software modelers. Because the reasoning process that guides the design phase often remains implicit in the architect’s mind, the design decisions and its underlying rationale are often relegated and never recorded. Thus, this tacit process and the design decisions made are overlooked and never made explicit neither documented. Also, the importance of rationale management for software engineering has been stated in [9], and software maintenance can benefit from the decisions captured, in particular in those cases where an understanding of a system is required due to, for instance, an unavailability of the experts or system’s creators (e.g.: staff turnover). As mentioned in [16] “long-term benefits and reduced maintenance costs should motivate users to capture the design rationale, particularly in successive iterations of the system as it evolves” and such benefits should be supported by empirical evidence [10]. In addition, knowledge sharing becomes more important to communicate, not only the final architecture, but also the reasons that led to a particular design solution, as well as the design alternatives considered and evaluated. Therefore, the communication between the stakeholders can be enhanced if we are able to explain the reasons of the decisions made. This paper summarizes current state of the art related to design decisions and promotes the use of “embedded design rationale” in order to incorporate design decisions as a usual asset in architecting.

2. Background

2.1 Representing Design Knowledge

Researchers in the software architecture field have proposed templates of attributes for capturing the most relevant information about key design decisions [7, 15, 20], including the semantics of the links that connect decisions to requirements and architectures as well as the dependencies between decisions. Also, the use of ontologies for organizing and visualizing different types of decisions is stated in [1, 15, 18]; as well as models able to describe the relationships between the traditional software artifacts and the design decisions [7, 21]. As a result, the inclusion of design decisions and design rationale explicitly linked to architectures is currently being discussed in the upcoming ISO/IEC 42010 standard (Draft WD4, Jan 2009) for architectural description of software-intensive systems.

2.2 Processes

A set of complementary processes enrich now the traditional modeling task. Making decisions, evaluating design alternatives, searching for similar solutions, or sharing decisions to others, are examples that belong to the reasoning activity [8, 17, 21].

2.3 Prototype Research Tools

Some of the approaches mentioned before have been implemented in a variety of prototype research tools (e.g.: Archium [13], AREL [19], PAKME [2], ADDSS [6], The Knowledge Architect [14], SEURAT [5], EAGLE [11], The Architectural Knowledge Wiki [22]) that highlight the importance of design rationale. These tools provide capturing and documentation
facilities of design decisions and the definition of relationships between artifacts of the design phase, while supporting the evolution of decisions and architectures or knowledge sharing capabilities are implemented only in some of them.

2.4 Design Rationale in OSS and Commercial Tools

From the analysis of six architectural modeling tools described in [12], only Compendium has a first class notion of design decision, in addition to Archium [13], which is specifically designed for this goal. Today, some tools have been modernized as well as new ones have appeared in the arena. In general, open source and commercial tools lack of adequate support for design decisions. For instance, the ArchStudio 4 is an open source tool that defines architecture as “the set of principal design decisions about a system”, which is intentionally a broad definition that means that every project has a set of design decisions that are considered principal by its stakeholders. Current ArchStudio capabilities could only document principal design decision using XML schemas and embodied in xADL descriptions. Rational Software Architect (RSA) and Rational Software Modeler (RSN) tools from IBM enable designers to produce UML 2.0 architectural models, but specific support for design decisions explaining the architecture products is missing. The OMG SysML plug-in only provides a stereotyped UML comment (<rationale>) to describe the justification for decisions and the requirements, design, and other decisions. Hence, there is a need to strengthen the facilities designers demand to incorporate design decisions connected to modeling diagrams.

3. Embedded Design Rationale

This section claims the use of an “embedded design rationale” approach in software architecture as an integrated but complementary architecture view or feature, similar to the one stated in [16]. At present we foresee two main ways to implement the idea that design decisions can be captured concurrently with modeling activities. From the analysis of the prototype tools mentioned in Section 2.3, we observed two principal ways to address the same problem.

1. **Decisions are captured just AFTER modeling (DCaM):** Some insight from the creators of two research tools show the following. What it worked in Archium [14] was to define first a component and connector (C&C) view of the architecture and after to specify, rank, and capture the decisions. AREL [19] does not mandate the sequence of events for capturing decisions and these are captured when the design is relatively stable. This approach is closer to what architects currently do using modeling tools, as they start modeling the architectures prior to capturing the decisions. Also, the relationships between architectures and decisions are defined as the architecture evolves.

2. **Decisions are captured just BEFORE modeling (DCbM):** This approach is used in tools like PAKME [2], ADDSS [7], and The Knowledge Architect [15], which is more close to the reasoning process in which decisions are captures and documented explicitly just before the architecture is modeled, often with an external modeling tool. The links between decisions are established when decisions are captured and links to architectures are established after the architecture is upload into the tool repository. Also, the links between requirements and decisions are defined before an architecture product is modeled.

In the DCaM approach, the links defined between parts of the architecture might serve also to define the links between decisions, while in the DCbM approach, the links connecting decisions define the relationships between the architectural artifacts that are modeled afterwards. The former seems to make decisions quicker and unconsciously and embedding the design rationale inside the design choices selected, while the latter seems to follow a more elaborated and slower process aimed to simulate explicitly the reasoning activity that happens in the architect’s mind. In both cases, the design rationale is linked to architectures and the relationships between decisions are entangled or connected both to requirements and architectures. DCaM tools can also capture the decisions following a DCbM approach, but the process is still not fully clear. Tools like EAGLE [11] and The Architectural Knowledge Wiki [22] are more collaborative in the sense that they focus more on knowledge sharing, and design decisions are captured in text templates and organized in a decision tree which can be filtered out according to project specific needs. Some of these tools capture knowledge in documents while others try to inject decisions into design models, code, or deployment artifacts. SEURAT [5] offers sharing and collaborative decision-making using an Eclipse plug-in rather than a web interface, and captures the rationale as structured arguments that can be linked to system requirements and desired qualities. The knowledge capturing process of these three tools can be classified as DCbM.
3.1 Advantages and Drawbacks

At present, the competition between both strategies shows no clear winner, and the following lessons can be extracted.

3.1.1 Embedded design rationale: One of the main advantages of the approaches and tools mentioned is that we can consider the design decisions and its rationale almost integrated within the architecting process. Decisions are now explicitly documented and fully integrated with other software artifacts.

3.1.2 Replication of the reasoning activity: The difficulty to replicate the reasoning activity is still the major barrier that impedes a wider use of these tools in software architecture. Architects need to perceive the advantages of capturing and using such architectural knowledge (e.g.: explain the reasoning activity). Other reasons such as: organizational, political or even fear may block the introduction of these complementary tasks in addition to modeling.

3.1.3 Iterative in nature: The architecting and the decision-making processes are iterative in nature, but this fact is not in contradiction with the classification made as both approaches follow an iterative process.

3.1.4 Intrusiveness: The intrusiveness of some tools is bigger than others, as some of them change the usual way architects do architecting. Archium and AREL seem to be less intrusive than other tools as designers start modelling as usual, but the reasoning activity of tools like ADDSS seems more logical from the DCbM perspective.

3.1.5 Maintenance: Maintaining design decisions clearly benefits further maintenance operations on behalf of the links that connect decisions to requirements and architectures as well as between decisions themselves. The relationships between decisions and other software artefacts are used to bridge the traditional gap between requirements and designs or even code.

3.1.6 Evolution: Tools like AREL and ADDSS offer some support for evolution of decisions but also ADDSS shows nicely the evolution of architectures, while commercial modeling tools cannot shown in the same layout the history of the architecture. Tools that follow the DCbM approach seem to support better the evolution of architectures, but this lack resides more on the graphical capabilities rather than on the underlying model supporting the tool. When capturing decisions, the evolution of the architecture should be always aligned with the evolution of decisions.

3.2 Research Topics to Support Embedded Design Rationale

From the analysis of DCAm and DCbM strategies, we have identified some issues that the tools examined could incorporate into more mature versions.

(a) Strategies for capturing rationale: Even that capturing decisions before modeling seems more logical from the reasoning point of view, we believe that architects still prefer to start modeling their diagrams. To support this strategy we advocate improving the capturing process of current DCAm tools. For instance, once a design pattern is selected, the tool could automatically fill the description of the decision to: (i) accelerate the knowledge capturing task, (ii) reduce the intrusiveness of capturing such knowledge. Tools belonging to DCbM approach should provide better integration with modeling tasks to avoid having two different tools: one for modeling and another for capturing decisions. Finally, a combination of codification and personalization strategies [7] is useful to delimit the amount of information about decisions we want to capture and make the process more agile and flexible.

(b) Rationale in the process model: Describing the rationale about a process model (e.g.: the design process) and annotate such decisions in the process model [4] seems useful to explain a process (e.g.: RUP) to designers who are learning from the decisions made.

(c) Evolution and maintainability: Because the design process is iterative in nature, it is necessary that DCAm tools provide a way to show the evolution of the architecture. Capturing the decisions that evolve offer the architect the possibility to revert from past decisions. Also, maintaining the links of fine-grained decisions (e.g.: a variation point in the architecture) should be enhanced as the dependency network between decisions should be manageable.

(d) Visualization of design decisions: Architects easily see the resultant architecture, but visualizing the relationships of the knowledge [18] embodied with architectures is not so easy and often not well implemented in the tools. Therefore, it would be useful to visualize graphically the decisions and their relationships.

(e) Integration with code: Almost all the tools examined do not provide a way to embed the
design rationale inside code descriptions, and they limit this knowledge to the architecture level.

4. Summary
The adoption of an “embedded design rationale” approach in current research and commercial tools for capturing design decisions results key. Capturing AK inside typical architecting activities is not easy, as software architects perceive that they need to change the way in which architectures are built. The frontier between the DCaM and DCbM is diffuse, just because decisions are always reasoned and made before modeling. From our experience with ADDSS [7] and from the analysis of other tools, we suggest reducing the intrusiveness of the tools capturing decisions. Hence, we need a research agenda to decide about the best knowledge capturing strategies as well as the steps of the decision-making process and how this can be integrated with current architecting activities.
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